So hitting the spot once and for all, over this drug and weed topic…

The fun fact is all these new people who never talked again came in jumping to just post testimonials of weak 'healing' or 'benefits' or anything is just a bell ringing above anyone's head to never attempt this and never waste your time getting into this fail circle of drugs and getting wasted. Interesting though, how anyone came up trying to pose the 'positive' side or how much 'responsibility' one needs and how much 'control'. If you're responsible and in control then don't waste your time.

And don't pretend like a silly whore that is into the shit-hole first, then pretends to handle the shit. Many members here who are loyal, including Brian, Shannon and others, have been into this rigid bullshit and they have expressed their opinions about how much worthless and a loss of time it was. This is a testimony from Spiritual Satanists. Not to mention others in the world, who had their lives fucked over these substances of any nature and kind. Separating hair and being like "oh weed is not dangerous, cocaine and heroine is" is just stupid. The same mentality leading to weed, over time will lead to other more hardcore drugs. It's only a matter of time. For most people at least, that is the case.

The cherry on the goddamn cake, is that like deluded idiots people try to justify their weakness for falling into drugs in a 'spiritual' way. You may be able to justify your shit to a fail-in-life-no-purpose-weak-mage wiccan, but not here in front of freaking Satanists, who are everyday of their life advance hundredfold and study the True origins of those rumors about 'spiritual drugs' and any other jew-oriented rumor. Since now I explained my opinion, I hope that people don't see this as an attack to their freedom to destroy their brains or lives. All weed persons I know only think about weed and they are poor as fuck, weed giving them a door to evade their shit. I am up for total and complete mastery over your mind, soul and reality and I won't bend my opinion over bullshit. I knew a guy, which was doing weed almost daily. I told him to stop it and focus on his pineal gland, as the high will be groundbreaking and will be so natural. I told him to stop. By his will-power he did. Now he is advancing very fast and is a very powerful person. Weed could never get him there.

What is more ironic? I feel better just by bioelectricity from people who do cocaine or whatever. Because I had the patience to build here. I didn't pay a buck, I didn't damage a braincell. So the choice is up to you, if you have the gut to explore Satan will reward you and your own body/soul will too.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

Drugs prey upon the unconscious desire for spiritual states of mind. And serve as a quick and stupid 'solution' to that. Satan is all about spirituality and self mastery. Being persistent in your meditation will cause you to become a being of a different vibration, more intelligence, power and all this comes with everything else including siddhis and many powers. Drugs and the rest are used mainly by the enemy to manipulate people and destroy their lives. HP Maxine has mentioned that the Gods do not look highly into actions like these.

Drugs are to be avoided. You certainly do not need these. Depression and feeling bad can easily get cured by persistent meditation. Increased bioelectricity opens your way up for extremely pleasurable states and a life of bliss, full of health. While drugs open you up to a temporary halfling type of fake 'pleasure', that in time leads to addiction and disaster, an empty pocket of money...Aside other things.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

[dreamfollower666] wrote:
What are father satans thoughts on drugs and alcohol? Can i use them when i choose? Also i have just started the six month program as well as a journal. Today i did six count breathing and attempted to reach some form of trance. Ive been having some difficulty feeling and focusing on energy, etc but from what ive read this is very normal for new people. In other news i am determined, and i feel that THIS IS the answer to how my dream will be accomplished for father and I
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